
Curriculum Overview

Year R

Summer 1

English

The stories we will be learning this term will be 

‘What the Ladybird Heard’ and ‘The Hungry 

Caterpillar’. 

We will be teaching the children how to write 

longer sentences and will encourage them to 

spell tricky words correctly, like ‘said’ and ‘there’. 

In phonics, we will be moving on to reading and 

spelling longer words. You can help your child at 

home by asking them to spell words with at least 

four sounds in such as belt, went, just, help. 

Communication and Language

The children will be working on:

• Explaining clearly the rules and steps of how 

to do something. 

• Learning to give reasons for their answers. 

• Answering how and why questions correctly.

• Following instructions with three parts. 

Knowledge and Understanding

Bear Class will be learning about minibeasts this 

term. They will find out about minibeast habitats, 

look at a variety of life cycle and go on a minibeast

hunt around school.

We will also be looking at how plants grow and 

hope to improve our learning garden by planting 

some flowers – any donations are greatly received! 

Maths

In Maths, the children will be practising their 
adding and taking away skills, finding doubles 
and using language to talk about time and 
money. 
You can help at home by getting children to add 
and subtract small amounts and recognise units 
of money.

Creative Development

We will be creating symmetrical butterflies with 

paint and building are own minibeast habitats so 

please bring in any old junk modelling materials that 

you have at home e.g. kitchen roll tubes, cereal 

boxes, egg boxes, scraps of material.

PSED

Our whole-school theme this term is Relationships  

and Bear Class will be learning about:

• Know how to make friends

• Try to solve friendship problems when they 

occur

• Help others to feel part of a group

• Show respect in how they treat others

• Know how to help themselves and others when 

they feel upset and hurt

• Know and show what makes a good relationship

Physical Development

Children will be learning how to play lots of 

different games this term which will include 

following instructions and making rules. 

Please bring in outdoor footwear just in case we 

have the opportunity to go on the field.

We will also be focusing on ensuring that children 

write their letters and numbers properly and sit 

them on the line.


